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Reject Reagan Proposals 
by Pam Hall 
His office is comfortably furnished with a 
big desk and relaxing chair. As you enter he 
greets you with a warm smile and hand 
shake. 
Table surrounded by several chairs rested 
on top of a wall to wall carpet , which gives 
off a relaxing at home feeling. Questions for 
my interview with Dean of Students, a form 
with no problems. 
Communicator: You have worked llt Bronx 
Community College for twenty-five years, 
what has been accomplished? What are your 
plans for the future? 
Dean Stevennan: Actually it will be 23 years 
this September. When B.C.C. first started 
we were at !84th St. Creshen Ave. There 
were 350 students and 30 faculty members. 
In the 1970's there was free tuition and open 
enrollment. Before that there wasn't free 
tuition. In 1975 we went back to tuition. 
During those years we became committed to 
open access and choice. Yes, committed to 
students in careers and curriculum. What 's 
happening now is the introduction to re-
quired freshmen orientation. This will make 
new incoming students feel more comfor-
table about college. I have noticed that the 
students who come to college for the first 
time often ask : What am I coming to college 
for? Now that I am here, how do I learn the 
system? Where are the things that will help 
me. The strategies for coping with this are 
orientation and career development for 
freshmen. One of my goals for the students 
here at B.C.C. is network - to get the 
students to work as a group in order to be 
the center stronghold of our community. 
C: What prompted the new policies on 
security? 
S: My view essentially is, when I ask people 
what is it that keeps them from coming here. 
They say its dangerous and racism. Some 
feel uncomfortable around people of a dif-
ferent color. The truth of the matter is when 
I go outside our campus to other community 
colleges, we have fewer crimes and in-
cidents. I would like to bring people from all 
over to see just how safe and beautiful our 
campus is. On the left side of my office, out-
side of the window is a beautiful garden. A 
lovely sight, but there is the right side of my 
office. Outside that window I see deteriora-
tion, slums. One side a disillusion, the other 
side reality. There is a problem and if you're 
not part of the solution there will be a prob-
lem. We must all stick together to make this 
a better place. As part of the community 
around us it's important that we build up 
what has been torn down. 
C: What is your message to the new elected 
members of student government? How can 
they help students to be more comfortable 
here at B.C.C.? 
S: My major message to the new elected stu-
dent government is to be in touch and 
responsive to student needs. Listen to all 
students. When you are sitting on the com-
mittees of the college don't just listen, 
remember what you hear. Treat one another 
with respect and courtesy. Before going to 
any meetings know the issues. Do your 
homework . Use resources on campus, that's 
what we are here for. I wish them well - it's 
hard but it's a wonderful responsibility. Stu-
dent government makes a difference . 
Students at large make a huge difference. 
They have to be in touch with their own 
power not their powerlessness . Student 
government has crone a lot. They have done 
things that haven't been noticed. Such as, 
Career Day was funded through them; Stu-
dent government representatives and 
University Student Senate; the school bus 
that goes to the train on Burnside Ave. The 
cafe is clean and the food is fair because stu-
dent government is watchng and sitting on 
the cafe committee. You can be sure that if 
student government says to keep the cafe 
open later, we do it. Some of the things that 
student government accomplished were not 
heard of, so it seerr.s as though nothing was 
being done but it was. You have to look at 
what is good not always what's bad. You 





Commencement 1982 will be held at 
10:30 a.m. on Friday, June 11, on the cam-
pus quadrangle. 
Please note that this new date supercedes 
the original date in the academic calendar . 
. -,, 
\.,,; · ~ 
The Reagan Administration's 1983 
budget proposals call for another round of 
cuts in federal financial aid programs . 
These proposals represent the fourth round 
of cuts in these programs since the beginn-
ing of 1981 . These proposed cuts must be 
rejected and instead, a policy of stabi lit y be 
established to allow students, parents and 
schools to adjust to the impact of the cuts. 
The Reagan Administration's proposals 
call for st udents and parents to bear an in-
creasingly large portion of their eduction 
costs. The ability of parents and students to 
bear these additional costs is limited. For all 
but the very poor, higher education does in-
volve a substantial burden of cost. Federal 
aid to New Yorkers covers only 300Jo of the 
cost of education . This past year, New 
York students were faced with costs of $3. I 
billion after taking into account State and 
federeal financial aid. The federal cuts 
made last year will add over $200 million to 
the amount New Yorkers must pay without 
considering any inflation in educational 
costs. 
The new Reagan proposals must be re-
jected and, instead, a policy of stability 
followed for the next year because: 
I. The Reagan proposals would cut 
established federal aid by $350 million in 
1982 and by another $150 million in 1983. 
2. The guaranteed student loan cuts 
would eliminate an additional 94,000 stu-
dent loans next year and reduce loans by 
$334 million . Selected groups of students 
would be severely affected . For instance: 
- Loans ro the needy students (family 
incomes of under $15,000) would be 
reduced by $176 million. 
- Graduate students would be 
eliminated from guaranteed loan 
eligibilty. 
- Loans to independent married 
students would be reduced by $Ill 
million or 870Jo. 
-Two-year college students would 
find their loan cut by one-third . 
3. The Reagan Administration's assump-
tion that the new, high cost PLUS and 
ALAS programs will make up for the loss in 
other programs is proving to be wrong. 
- Nationally, 30 states are not par-
ticipating in the program . Through 
the first six months of this federal 
fiscal yer, only $30 million in PL US 
VIva nrado pleased audience at BCC Dance Workshop 
performances (story on page 5) 
and ALAS loans were made nation-
wide. 
Many lenders are applying credit 
checks and other criteria to PLUS 
applicants. In New York, 580Jo of 
the lenders participating in PLUS 
are applying more than the minimal 
criteria in federal law. 
4. The cuts to six federal aid programs 
will have a multiplier effect on many 
students and families who receive more 
than one type of financial aid . 
- Most aid recipients (500/o) receive 
three or more types of financial aid. 
- Many families have more than one 
child in college. 
A period of stability is needed to adjust 
to the rapid changes that have taken place 
this past year. Students and families need 
time to adjust their finances and possibly, 
their education plans. Schools will have to 
alter their financial aid packaging and 
adapt to program changes . Banks need time 
to develop policies, procedues and systems 
for the new loan programs. Government 
agencies must change its systems, promote 
new programs, and inform students and 
families of the change that has already 
taken place. A period of stability will pro-
vide the time required for these ad-
justments. 
Phi Theta Kappa: 
Mark of 
Excellence 
by Claribel Perez 
Phi Theta Kappa is a national organiza-
tion which recognizes intellectual achieve-
ment in American Junior and Community 
Colleges. The members are students who 
have estab li shed academic excellence as 
judged by the college faculty. 
To become a Phi Theta Kappan you must 
have at least 24 degree credits and have 
maintained a 3.5 or higher degree index. 
This is indeed a great accomplishment which 
will put you in the category of "BCC's 
Finest." So make your resolution now to 
earn the honor of being a Phi Theta Kap-
pan. Yes, it is a hgh goal to reach but. 
"What is a victory without a s tr uggle~" 
Stop counting how many more credits you 
need to fini\h at RCC for a second and !!Ct 
involved! 
Phi Theta Kappans are gi\·en a beauti fui 
ceremonial initiation. Candles are lit , rib-
bons are pinned and you are asked to sign 
the Phi Theta Kappa book of honor . Thi s is 
only the beginning of a wonderfu l ex-
perience. Phi Theta Kapans try to meet at 
least once a month to discuss problems and 
possible activities. We offer some of our 
time to tutor anyone that needs it and go out 
to Broadway plays with our fellow Kappans 
(at discount prices). But most important of 
all being a member of Phi Theta Kappa is an 
achievement! 
To learn more about Phi Theta Kappa 
and our activities here at BCC come to our 
office in Loew Hall room 330. Ju q 
remember keep up the good work and you 
too will soon be a fellow Kappan! 
Open Letter 
To the Editor, 
Sometimes we criticize and never stop to 
give praise. This time praise is warranted. . 
On Thursday, May 6, BCC was alive. 
There were activities for everyone. 
At Gould Memorial Library President 
Brown and . Dean Carl Polowczyk were 
present for the Dean's Award Ceremony. 
And, the Student Council and the I.O.C. 
co-sponsored the 25th Anniversary Spring 
Gala at the entrance to the cafeteria. Here 
you could see and hear the multi-ethnic 
composition of BCC. The various clubs on 
campus presented cultural display to go 
along with their concessions. There was 
music of all fan~y, African, Salsa, Reggae, 
and Soul. The music and mild sunny day 
soothed the crowd. Add to this clowns giv-
ing out balloons and popcorn being sold, 
and it was a day to relax from the rigors of 
school. 
But that was not all. 
At Gould Student Center Room 207, a 
jazz ensemble played for some .jazz buffs. 
.If you wanted to bypass all of these ac-
tivities and get a free medical examination a 
health station was set up giving various 
types of check-ups to those taking advan-
tage of the opportunity. 
And last but certainly not the least, 
Room 308 in Gould Student Center had its 
normal standing-room-only crowd. For 
those of you who don't know what is hap-
pening in this room, this is the 'J)lace where 
you can catch the soaps. 
To the President down to the Student 
Council and those participating in the day's 
numerous activities: I am happy to be a stu-
dent at BCC and part of the school's Silver 
Anniversary. Thank You! 
George Leerdam 
In June Playgirl 
"Scamming" 
Popular counterculture writer, Raymond 
Mungo, author of the · best-selling "Total 
Loss Farm," provides a comprehensive 
guide to the fine art of getting something 
for next to nothing in Playgirl's June issue. 
A former Kelly Girl, bookstore owner, 
commune founder as well as a past, present 
and future professional scammer, Mungo 
claims in the Playgirl article that "scamm-
ing is an American lifestyle," and presents 
his own tried and tested blueprints for suc-
cessful scamming which include: 
*The Garden Variety Scam- Consumer 
complaints on products which result incases 
of product supplied by an anxious com-
pany ... 
*The Classic Scam - Buying a house 
with bank credit papers only, no money, 
and selling the house minutes before 
foreclosure at a profit .. . 
*The Uncle Sam Scam - An American 
rite of spring, Mungo once claimed the 18 
inhabitants of his commune as depend-
ents ... and the IRS could not prosecute. 
"All it takes," says Mungo, "is a strong 
will, slippery tongue and fertile imagination 
to become a master scam mer." 
Courtesy Denis Davidson Associates 
THANKS 
The COMMUNICATOR would like to 
thank Ms. Karen Callender for her con-
tribution of the article entitled "Student 
Activities Hosts Election Luncheon." We 
apologize for the absence of her byline. 
The COMMUNICATOR Staff 
EDITORIAL 
••• 
To the Editor: 
I agree that educational cutbacks are a 
very distasteful act for the gov't. to pull on 
thos.e of us wishing to continue our educa-
tion, but I don't think that the'editor (Guy 
Lindo) should try to influence com-
municator readers by suggesting that pre-
judice is the basis for cutbacks. All people, 
all across the U.S. are feeling the effects of 
the government's cutting hand. In a time 
when worry and frustration abound, let 
prejudice be one less thing for us, the 
educated; to worry about.! 
Sincerely, 
A concerned student 
Trustees· Pass 
Resolution 
Recently, the Board of Trustees' Com-
mittee on Public Policy and External Rela-
tions, passed a resolution to increase the tui- . 
tion of the City University of New York 
(CUNY), from $925 to $1025, an increase of 
$150. However, students representing the 
University Student Senate (USS), were pres-
ertt at the meeting in order to voice their op-
position to a tuition hike when discussion 
began on the resolution. 
Garth Marchant, Chairperson for the 
U.S.S., let it be known to the Committee, 
that students were not going to tolerate a 
tuition increase without a fight. 
The U.S.S. is a student advocacy group, 
represent.s over 160,000 students attending 
the CUNY system. In the past U.S.S. has 
been responsible for many achievements in 
defense of students rights. For the last two 
years under the leadership of Mr. Marchant, 
the U.S.S. has prevented a loss of some 
35,000 students, by persuading the legis-
lature not to increase tuition in 1980 as well 
as introduce a new tuition assistance award 
called ST AP. This new award prevented 
major losses for those students who needed 
remediation but were normally ineligible for 
tuition assistance due to new regulations im-
posed b'y the State Education Department. 
"This year, the cause is the same, but our 
tactics will be different," says Mr. Mar-
chant as he philosophizes the problem, 
"Central Administration has placed a heavy 
burden on all students, especially part-time 
students who are ineligible for financial 
assistance, as well as speeded up the process 
of 'Operation Snowflake,' whereby, min-
ority students wUl systematically be displac-
ed in order to make room for the middle and 
upper incq,me student, who will leave the 
State University and the Private sector for 
the City Univrsity because of restraints plac-
ed on financial aid by the Reagan Ad-
ministration." He continued, "Programs, 
which were originally established for the 
economic disadvantaged over twelve years 
go, are now being eliminated because of the 
Back to Basics ideology perpetrated by 
Reagan." 
"Students, are now more so than the 60's, 
ready to battle any force that attempts to 
take away the right of any individual to an 
education, according to William Rogers, a 
student at LaGuardia Community College 
and member of the U .S.S. At CUNY, the 
majority of students are older and have jobs 
in order to provide for the families in which 
they head. James Smalls, a graduate student 
and representative of the U.S.S. to the 
Public Policy Committee, voted against the 
resolution and stated, "Administrative cost 
to impose tuition will far exceed those cost 
presently accrued." 
Herman Badillo, former Congressman 
and member of the Board of Trustees, who 
also voted against the resolution, spoke in 
defense of the students by telling the Com-
mittee, "Your decision to increase tuition 
has no basis for support from the Legis-
lature. I am in constant contact with the 
Legislative Black and Puerto Rican Caucus 
and there has been no agreement by the 
legislature to increase tuition at CUNY." 
Why Leaders? 
There is a need for the students of B.C.C. 
to understand the role of a student ·leader, 
because of its importance in helping them to 
comprehend the functions of political 
characters later on in their lives. 
Have you asked yourself why you vote for 
student leaders? It is clear to see how the 
students of B.C.C. choose their candidates 
due to the fact that the students overall do 
not participate in the political functions of 
the college. 
Anyone who wishes to become a student 
leader must accept this position as a 
challenge. There have been many people 
that have accepted the challenge, but after 
they have gotten into power they acted as if 
their leadership quality was just a dream to 
pursue and not a realistic venture to benefit 
all students. 
For example, the college senate has 
meetings every month and the time schedule 
is always posted; but the student-at-large 
attendance does not exist, due to the 
students disinterest of dealing with, political 
matters which involve the college and its 
curriculums. It is embarrassing to know that 
a little over one quarter of the student 
population vote in student elections, par-
ticipate in student activities, and join clubs, 
but yet there are no gripes about paying that 
$35 Student Activity Fee. 
This S.A.F. is controlled by student 
Council and shared by clubs who help to 
bring entertainers on campus which, just 
one third of the S.P. sees. We have just 
voted our new leaders into office and every-
one will once again sit back and wait, and 
wait and wait for some sort of action from a 
student council member with misplaced 
priorities. Or will we as student let this 
be so? 
Brown Optimistic . 
by George l.eenlam 
"The Federal Budget will not affect us 
much:" those were the optimistic words of 
President Brown concerning the 1983 
Federal Budget being proposed by Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan. 
His main concern is with the state 
budget. Colleges and universities in the 
state and city university system are schedul-
ed for a freeze in their fiscal 1983 budgets. 
In effect this means that operational ex-
penses will have to remain at the 1982 level. 
This will be difficult in these times of infla-
tion. 
He also felt optimistic in regard to the 
tuition increase that is certain to go into ef-
fect starting this fall. His optimism lies in 
his understanding that most of BCC 
students will continue to receive some sort 
of tuition assistance from programs like 
TAP, Pelland College Work Study. 
Since taking over the presidency at BCC, 
Dr. Brown said, ''Not much has changed in 
the students' composition, but generally the 
students have improved." Programs like 
remediation in Math, Reading and English 
have kept a greater percentage of students 
in school. And as the world moves into the 
Twenty-first Century he feels BCC will be 
able to train students to fit into it. 
Art Show 
A show featuring the art of stained glass 
of former BCC student Richard Cronk was 
on exhibit through April 22 in the Friends 
of Bronx Community Art Gallery in Bliss 
Hall. Admission was free. 
The exhibition included samples of stain-
ed glass objects plus a series of models on 
how to do stained glass. 
Mr. Marchant ended the meeting with a 
warning to the Committee, " ... the decision 
to raise tuition is an elitist position but we 
the students will silence the elite on the 29th 
of April as we strike in solidarity with 
students around the country On' the National 
Day of Student Protest." 
lHE COMMUNICATOR 




DR. LAWRENCE BALTER 
WABC TALKRAD/0 77 Format 
to Debut Monday, May 10 
New York, New York (May 6, 1982)-
W ABC Talkradio has announced plans to 
introduce a new telephone-talk program 
hosted by child psychologist, Dr. Lawrence 
Balter, to air Saturdays and Sundays in the 
9:00 A.M.-12 noon time slot. The show 
debuts Saturday, May 15, as part of the sta-
tion's new TALKRADIO lineup which 
premieres the previous Monday (May 10). 
The announcement was made by Jay Clark, 
Operations Director of W ABC 
T ALKRADIO 77. 
Dr. Balter's program will focus on the 
psychological apsects of child rearing and 
development, offering guidance on a variety 
of non-medical childhood issues, such as 
sibling rivalry, temper tantrums and setting 
up disciplinary measures. 
As a professor of Educational Psychology 
at Ne~ York University, the congenial Dr. 
Balter is currently directing a call-in service 
for parents seeking counsel on child-rearing 
difficulties. His expertise jn the field is well 
supported by his vast experience with both 
child and parent; for twenty years, he has 
served as consulting psychologist at a num-
ber ofschools in the New York area, and has 
completed a twice-weekly feature entitled, 
"Let's Talk Psychology" as resident 
pyschologist at WCBS Newsradio. 
His outstanding success with his audience 
is strongly attributed to the thoughtful and 
personal approach he takes with each in-
dividual caller. 
No stranger to the media, Dr. Balter has 
often been quoted in major publications 
such as-the New York Times and Newsweek, 
in addition to appearing as a featured guest 
on such noted televison programs as "Dr. 
Frank Field's Parent/Child Test," 
"Straight Talk,'' and "Eyewitness News." 
The ambitious psychologist has completed 
46 segments of the nationally televisted 
"Sunrise Semester," and has hosted a 
20-part WNitC-TV series, "Children and 
All That Jazz: A Psychological Primer for 
Parents," for which he received the 
American Psychological Association's 1980 
National Media Award. 
W ABC Talkradio is a 50,000 watt clear 
channel facility serving the New York Markt 
are. Alfred Racco is Vice President and 
General Manager. 
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Finals hedule 
THURSDAY, MTH 13-2458 HA 101 RDL 01 -7427 PH II ENG 02-1840 Nl 207 
MTH 14-2459 GT 418 RDL 01-7428 TT 224 ENG 02-1841 NI 104 
MAY 27, MTH 14-2460 TT 331 RDL 01 -7433 TT 227 ENG 02-1842 BH 228 
1982 NUR ALL PH II RDL 01-7434 PH 32 ENG 02-1843 NI 104 
SHO 11-3136 TT 302 RDL 01-7429 PH 33 ENG 02-1844 NI 207 
9:00-11:00 AM SHO 12-3138 TT 320 RDL 01-7430 PH 32 ENG 02-1845 PH II 
SHO 13-3139 TT 318 RDL 01 -7431 PH II ENG 02-1846 NI 205 
COURSE SECTION ROOM SHO 17-3143 TT 318 RDL 01-7432 PH 33 ENG 02-1847 TT 225 
TYP 11-3159 TT 328 ENG 02-1848 BH 228 
ACC 11-1201 NH 26 TYP 14-3168 TT 304 FRIDAY, ENG 02-1886 TT 226 
ACC 11 -1202 NH 23 MAY 28, 1982 ENG 02-1887 TT 228 ACC 11 -1203 NH 34 ENG 02-1888 TT 228 
ACC 11-1204 NH 25 1:30-3:30 PM 9:00-11:00 AM ENG 02-1897 TT 226 
ACC 11-1205 NH 36 
COURSE SECTION ROOM COURSE SECTION ROOM 
ESL 11-3395 TT 227 
ACC 11 -1206 NH 24 ESL 11-3396 TT 331 
ACC 11-1207 NH 33 
BUS 10-ALL GML AUD BIO 72-1030 HA 101 
ESL 11-3397 TT 202 
ACC 11-1215 NH 37 
DAY SECTIONS BUS 11-1255 NH 23 
HLT 91-2119 SA 205 
DAY SECTIONS 
MTH 06-2440 HA 101 BUS 11-1256 NH 34 
HLT 97-2135 SA 203 
BUS 41-ALL PH II 
MTH 06-2441 LH 32 BUS 11-1257 NH 36 
MUS 43-2845 GU 333 
DAY SECTIONS MTH 06-2442 PH II BUS 11-1258 NH 25 
MUS 72-2858 GU344 
MTH 30-2465* HA 101 
MTH 06-2443 PH II BUS 11-1259 NH 24 
NTR 11 -3501 TT 203 
MTH 30-2466* LH 32 
MTH 06-2444 PH II BUS 11-1265 NH 33 
PEA 24-2019 AG POOL 
MTH 30-2467* LH 36 MTH 06-2445 LH 33 BUS 11-1266 NH 26 
PEA 35-2028 AGGYM 
MTH 30-2486* LH 37 MTH 06-2446 BH 226 BUS 11-1270 NH 37 
PEA 41 -2033 AG 302 
MTH 31-2468* BH 226 
MTH 06-2447 LH 36 CHM II-ALL NI 207 
MTH 31 -2469* LH 32 
MTH 06-2481 HA 101 DAY SECTIONS• 1:30-3:30 PM 
MTH 32-2470* NH 27 
MTH 32-2471* NH 31 
MTH 07-ALL BH 228 CHM 12-1413* Nl 307 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
MTH 33-2472* NH 38 
DAY SECTIONS CHM 14-ALL DAY NI400A 
MTH 34-2473* TT 331 
NUR 31-ALL NI 104 SECTIONS• ENG 13-1849 NI 104 
NUR 32-ALL NI 104 
RDL 01-3426 TT 228 CHM 17-1417* TT 224 ENG 13-1850 NI 104 
NUR 36-ALL BH 228 
RDL 01-3427 TT 224 CHM 18-1419* TT 225 ENG 13-1851 NI 104 
RDL 02-3434 TT 225 
RDL 01-3428 TT 226 CHM 22-1420* NI400B ENG 13-1852 GML AUD 
RDL 02-3435 NI 205 
RDL 01-3429 TT 227 CHM 31-1429* NI 205 ENG 13-1853 NI 104 
RDL 02-3436 TT 224 
RDL 01-3430 Nl 207 CHM 32-1422* Nl 205 ENG 13-1854 NI 104 
RDL 02-3437 Nl 307 
RDL 01-3432 NI 207 OAT 32-1305 NH 27 ENG 13-1855 GML AUD 
RDL 02-3438 TT 226 
RDL 01-3433 TT 225 OAT 32-1306 NH 31 ENG 13-1856 PH II 
RDL 02-3439 TT 202 
RDL 01-3450 TT 228 ENG 01 -1801 GML AUD ENG 13-1857 PH II 
RDL 02-3440 TT 228 
RDL 01-3451 TT 228 ENG 01 -1802 GML AUD ENG 13-1859 GML AUD 
RDL 02-3441 TT 225 
RDL 01-3453 TT 331 ENG 01-1803 GML AUD ENG 13-1860 GML AUD 
RDL 02-3442 Nl 207 
RDL 01-3454 TT 202 ENG 01 -1804 GMLAud ENG 13-1861 GML AUD 
RDL 02-3443 TT 226 
RDL 01 -3455 NI 205 ENG 01-1805 GML Aud ENG 13-1862 GML AUD 
RDL 02-3444 TT 228 
RDL 01-3457 NI 307 ENG 01-1806 GML AUD ENG 13-1863 PH II 
RDL 02-3445 TT 228 
RDL 01-3458 TT 203 ENG 01 -1807 GML AUD ENG 13-1864 Nl 207 
RDL 02-3447 Nl 207 
RDL 01-3460 TT 204 ENG 01-1808 GML AUD ENG 13-1865 TT 228 
RDL 02-3448 TT 203 
RDL 01-3463 TT 205 ENG 01 -1809 GML AUD ENG 13-1866 TT 228 
RDL 02-3449 TT 204 
SHO 11-3137 TT 302 ENG 01-1810 Nl 104 ENG 13-1867 GML AUD 
RDL 02-3452 TT 224 
TYP I 1-3160 TT 328 ENG 01-181 I PH II ENG 13-1889 TT 226 
RDL 02-3456 TT401 
TYP 12-3164 TT 320 ENG 01-1812 Nl 104 ENG 13-1890 Nl 207 
RDL 02-3459 TT 403 
TYP 13-3167 TT 318 ENG 01-1813 Nl 104 ENG 13-1891 TT 226 
RDL 02-3462 TT 404 
ENG 01-1814 GML AUD ENG 13-1892 TT 224 
SHO 14-3140 TT 304 
ENG 01-1815 PH II ENG 13-1893 GML AUD 
SHO 15-3141 TT 318 
3:45-5:45 PM ENG 01-1816 PH II ENG 13-1895 TT 225 
SHO 16-3142 TT 318 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
ENG 01-1818 GML AUD ENG 13-1896 GML AUD 
TYP I 1-3157 TT 302 
ENG 01-1820 TT 227 HLT 91-2123 SA 205 
TYP 11 -3158 TT 328 BIO 24-ALL PH II 
ENG 01-1883 NI 104 PEA 11-2008 AGGYM 
TYP 12-3162 TT 320 DAY SECTIONS 
ENG 01-1885 Nl 104 PEA 82-2038 AG 311 
BUS 51 -ALL NI 104 ENG 01-1898 PH II MEC 27-1758* BL 205A 
DAY SECTIONS ESL 01-3391 TT 331 (I :30-4:30 PM) 
THURSDAY MTH 05-ALL DAY SECTIONS ESL 01-3392 TT 226 
MAY 27, 1982 MEETING ON CAMPUS-SEE 
ESL 02-3393 TT 202 3:45-5:45 PM 
INSTRUCTOR FOR ROOM ESL 02-3394 TT 226 
11:15-1:15 PM TYP 11-3161 TT 328 MTH 35-2474* GT 418 No Exams Scheduled 
NUR 38-ALL TT 228 
COURSE SECTION ROOM PEA 11 -2001 AGGYM SATURDAY, 
6:00-8:00 PM PEA 12-2009 AG 311 
ACC 12-1201! NH 23 PEA 31-2021 AGGYM MAY 29, 1982 
ACC 12-1209 NH 24 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
ACC 12-1210 NH 25 9:00-11:00 AM 
ACC 12-1214 NH 26 ACC 11-5201 NH 26 
11:15-1:15 PM COURSE SECTION ROOM 
BIO II-ALL DAY Nl 104 ACC 11-5202 NH 33 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
SECTIONS ACC 11-5203 NH 34 ACC 11-8503 NH 23 
HIS 10-2201 GML AUD ACC 11-5204 NH 23 BIO 18-1008 LH 32 ACC I 1-8504 NH 24 
HIS 10-2202 GML AUD ACC 11-5209 NH 37 BIO 18-1009 LH 33 ART 52-8522 GU 214 
HIS 10-2203 GML AUD ACC 12-5205 NH 25 BIO 18-1010 LH 33 BIO 11-8501 HA 101 
HIS 10-2204 TT 228 ACC 12-5206 GA 101 BIO 28-1022 LH 37 BIO 24-8502 Nl 207 
HIS 10-2205 BH 228 ACC 14-5208 NH 24 BIO 28-1023 LH 37 BUS 11 -8505 NH 25 
HIS 10-2206 GML AUD MTH 05-ALL EVENING BIO 28-1024 LH 36 BUS 11-8537 NH 26 
HIS 10-2207 TT 228 SECTIONS-SEE INSTRUCTOR 810 28-1041 LH 36 CHM 02-8508 Nl 205 
HIS 10-2208 GML AUD FOR ROOM ASSIGNMENT BIO 73-1031 HA 101 CMS 11-8510 TT 418 
HIS 10-2209 BH 228 MTH 30-6423* GA 103 ENG 02-1822 TT 224 ECO 12-8525 TT 227 
HIS 10-2210 GML AUD MTH 30-6424* GA 105 ENG 02-1823 Nl 104 ENG 13-8511 TT 331 
HIS 10-2211 GML AUD MTH 30-6429* GA 107 ENG 02-1824 Nl 104 ENG 13-8536 TT 419 
HIS 10-2212 GML AUD MTH 30-6430* NH 27 ENG 02-1825 BH 228 GER 11-8520 TT 501 
HIS 10-2214 GML AUD ENG 02-1826 PH II GER 12-8531 TT 501 
HIS 10-2215 Nl 207 8:15-10:15 PM 
ENG 02-1827 GML AUD GER 13-8532 TT 501 
HIS 10-2216 GML AUD ENG 02-1828 GML AUD HLT 93-8513 SA 205 
HIS 10-2217 BH 228 COURSE SECTION ROOM ENG 02-1829 PH II HIS 10-8523 GU 105 
HIS 10-2218 NI 207 ENG 02-1830 GML AUD LAW 72-8506 NH 27 
HIS 10-2219 BH 228 BUS 11-5252 NH 23 ENG 02-1831 GML AUD MUS 10-8523 GU 105 
HIS 10-2223 Nl 205 BUS 11-5253 NH 24 ENG 02-1832 GML AUD PEA 11 -8514 AG GYM 
HIS 10-2224 Nl 207 BUS 11-5258 NH 25 ENG 02-1833 GML AUD PEA 21-8515 AG POOL 
MTH 12-2452 TT 224 HIS 10-ALL EVENING ENG 02-1834 GML AUD PSY I 1-8526 TT 226 
MTH 12-2453 TT 225 SECTIONS Nl 104 ENG 02-1835 GML AUD RDL 01-8529 TT 202 
MTH 12-2454 TT 226 MTH 06-6415 TT 331 ENG 02-1836 GML AUD RDL 01-8534 TT 204 
MTH 12-2455 HA 101 MTH 06-6416 TT 225 ENG 02-1837 GML AUD RDL 02-8530 TT 203 
MTH 12-2484 Nl 307 MTH 06-6417 TT 226 ENG 02-1838 BH 228 RDL 01-8535 TT 205 
MTH 13-2456 TT 227 RDL .01-7426 TT 224 ENG 02-1839 Nl 104 SPN 12-8521 TT401 
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11:15-1:15 PM PSY 11-3240 GML AUO HLT 91-2116 SA 202 (2:45-5:45 PM) 
PSY 11-3241 NI 104 MUS 11-2830 GU 333 ENG 53-1880 TT 331 
COURSE SECTION ROOM PSY 11-3242 PH 32 MUS 11-2832-GU 105 HLT 91-2125 SA 205 
PSY 11-3243 Nl 104 MUS 41-2843 GU 214 HLT 91-2127 SA 203 
CMS 11-8531 TT 202 PSY 11-3244 GML AUO PEA 11-2004 AGGYM HIS 39-9911 TT 225 
HIS 10-8519 TT 224 PSY 11-3245 NI 104 PEA 22-2017 AG POOL MEC 10-1752 BL 208 
HLT 91-8512 SA 205 PSY 11-3246 GML AUO PEA 33-2034 AGTC MEC 41-1756 BL206 
LAW 92-8507 TT 226 PSY 11-3247 PH II PEA 36-2030 AGGYM PEA 21-2016 AG POOL 
MUS 11-8524 GU 105 PSY 11-3248 PH 33 POL 11-3226 TT 227 PEA 46-2036 AG 302 
PEA 21-8516 AG POOL PSY 11-3249 NII04 PSY 41-3258 TT 224 PHM 11-3003 TT 226 
PEA 32-8517 AGGYM PSY 11-3250 PH II SPN 12-2667 TT 225 PSY 41-3261 TT 228 soc 11-8527 TT 228 PSY 11-3251 GML AUO SPN 22-2678 TT 331 WPR 22-4031 TT 330 
PSY 11-3252 BH 228 TYP 13-3165 TT 318 6:00-8:00 PM 
PSY 11-3262 TT 224 WPR 11-3181 TT 304 
TUESDAY, SPN 13-ALL HA 101 WPR 21-3138 TT 330 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
JUNE 1, 1982 
OA Y SECTIONS 11:15-1:15 PM WPR 12-3182 TT 304 ACC 13-5207 NH 24 
9:00-11:00 AM COURSE SECTION ROOM ART 11-6756 BL 305 
3:45-5:45 PM BIO 11-5001 HA 101 COURSE SECTION ROOM ART 11-2761 BL 304 BIO 11-5002 HA 101 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
ART 21-2769 BL 310 BIO 23-5005 PH II 
BIO. 26-1034 TT 224 ART 51-2774 BL 302 BIO 23-5009 PH II 
BIO 41-1033 TT 226 ACC 14-1213 NH 23 AVT 11-1601 TT 202 BIO 24-5006 TT 224 
CMS 11-1511 TT 202 AST II-ALL BH 228 BIO 12-1005 NI 205 BIO 71-8002 TT 225 
HLT 91-2112 SA 205 OA Y SECTIONS CMS 11-1517 PH II BIO 72-4001 LH 37 
MKT 11-1341 NI 207 AST 12-ALL BH 288 CMS 11-1518 TT 604 BIO 73-8003 TT 225 
MKT 11-1342 Nl 205 OA Y SECTIONS CMS 11-1521 TT620 BUS 41-5254 NH 25 
MKT 11-1348 Nl 207 CMF 91-9901 TT 226 CMS 11-1522 TT602 CHM 02-ALL Nl 207 
MUS 10-2826 GU 333 OAT 30-1301 TT 225 CMS 11-1554 PH 11 EVENING SECTIONS 
MUS 25-2840 GU 214 OAT 30-1302 TT 225 CMS 11-1544 TT606 CHM 11-5403* NI 205 
MUS 61-2850 GU344 OAT 30-1303 TT 228 OAT 40-ALL HA 101 CHM 18-5406* NI400B 
NUR 33-ALL NI 104 OAT 30-1310 TT 228 OA Y SECTIONS CHM 32-5408* NI400A 
NUR 37-ALL PH II OAT 30-1311 TT 331 ELC 20-1704 TT401 CMS 11-5501 TT 602 
PEA 11-2002 AGGYM OAT 30-1313 TT 331 ENG 18-1877 TT 203 CMS 11-5507 TT 606 
PEA 81-2037 AG 311 ENG 51-1879 TT 204 OAT 32-5303 NH 26 
PHY 21-3052* TT 224 
6:00-8:00 PM FRN 12-2603 TT 228 OAT 41-5305 NH 34 PHY 22-3053* TT 227 FRN 13-2604 TT 228 ECO 12-7203 TT 226 
PHY 31-3054* 3058* BH 228 COURSE SECTION ROOM GER 12-2621 TT 205 ELC 10-5701 BL206 
PHY 32-3055* BH 226 GER 13-2622 TT 205 ELC 92-5708-BL 207 
PHY 33-3056* BH 228 BIO 74-8004 HA 101 HLT 91-2118 SA 203 HLT 93-6115 SA 205 
PSY 11-3237 TT 203 OAT 30-ALL BH 228 HLT 91-2120 SA 205 LAW 52-5334 NH 31 
PSY 31-3254 NI 307 EVENING SECTIONS HLT 92-2130 SA 201 LAW 99-5336 NH 33 soc 11-3301 GML AUO ENG 01-ALL NI 104 HIS 22-2220 TT 403 MKT 17-5343 NH 36 soc 11-3302 GML AUO EVENING SECTIONS ITL 11-2641 TT 420 MTH 14-6420 LH 36 soc 11-3303 GML AUO ENG 02-ALL GML AUO MKT 13-1343 TT419 MEC 31 -5754 BL 301 soc 11-3304 GML AUO EVENING SECTIONS MEC 11-1753 BL 208 MUS 11-6826 GU 214 
soc 11-3305 TT 228 ESL 01-7391 TT 202 MTH 23-2464 TT418 PEA 32-6007 AGGYM soc 11-3306 GML AUO ESL 02-7392 TT 206 MUS 10-2827 GU 333 PEA 35-6008 AGGYM soc 11-3307 GML AUO ESL 11-7393 TT 204 MUS · 50-2846 GU 214 PEA 46-6009 AG 302 soc 11-3308 GML AUO HLT 91-6111 SA 205 PHL 11-3216 TT 224 PEA 81-6010 AG 311 soc 11-3309 NI400A MKT 11-5341 NH 23 PEA 12-2011 AG 311 PHY 21-7057* BH 226 
soc 11-3310 NI400B MKT 11-5342 NH 24 PEA 21-2014 AG POOL PHY 22-7054* TT 227 
soc 11 -3311 TT 228 MEC 12-5753 BL 208 PEA 34-2027 AG TC PHY 61-7057• BH 228 
MEC 45-8011 SA 85 PSY 31-3255 TT 227 PSY 22-7240 TT 331 
11:15-1:15 PM PEA 11-6001 AGGYM SPN 12-2668 TT 226 SEC 34-7121 TT 304 
COURSE SECTION ROOM PEA 21-6005 AG POOL SPN 23-2679 TT 331 SHO 11-7136 TT 302 
PHY 32-7055* TT401 SEC 41-3122 TT 304 SHO 13-7138 TT 318 
ART 10-2757 BL 304 PSY 11-7236 PH II soc 33-3313 TT404 SHO 17-7139 TT 318 
ART I 1-2762 BL 302 PSY 11-7237 TT 224 soc 35-3314 TT 225 SPN 12-6663 LH 32 
ART 32-2772 BL 310 PSY 11-7238 TT 225 SPN 13-6665 TT 501 
CHM 02-1402 Nl 104 PSY 11 -7239 PH II 1:30-3:30 PM soc 34-7303 LH 33 
CHM 02-1403 NI 307 SEC 45-8021 TT 227 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
CHM 02-1404 Nl 104 SHO 12-7137 TT 320 
CHM 02-1405 NI 104 WPR 11-7182 TT 304 ART 10-2758 BL 301 8:15-10:15 PM 
CHM 02-1407 Nl 104 WPR 12-7881 TT 305 ART 11-2763 BL 304 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
CHM 02-1408 NI400A WPR 21-8023 TT 330 ART 11-2764 BL 302 
CHM 02-1425 NI 207 8:15-10:15 PM CMS 11-1523 TT 620 BIO 22-8001 TT 225 
CHM 02-1426 NI400B CMS 11-1527 TT 602 CMS 11-5503 TT 226 
CHM 02-1427 Nl 207 COURSE SECTION ROOM CMS 11-1534 TT 603 LAW 41-5331 PH II 
CHM 02-1428 Nl104 CMS 11-1547 TT 606 LAW 41-5332 PH II 
CMS 21-1545 TT401 BUS 51-5255 TT 225 CMS 11-1548 TT 607 MTH 12-9223 TT 227 
COM 31-3111 TT 328 BUS 51-5256 TT 226 EOU 32-3355 TT 224 PEA 11-6003 AGGYM 
COM 31-3112 TT 302 ENG 13-ALL GML AUO ENG 14-1873 TT 227 PEA 12-6004 AG 311 
HLT 91-2117 SA 203 EVENING SECTIONS HLT 91 -2122 SA 202 PSY 41-7242 TT 331 
MEC 10-1751 BL 208 HLT 91-6113 SA 205 HLT 91-2137 TT 331 soc 35-7304 TT 224 
MEC 21-4021 BL 206 SPN II-ALL PH II HLT 93-2132 SA 205 TYP 11-7156 TT 328 
MUS 65-2852 GU 105 EVENING SECTIONS HLT 94-2134 SA 203 TYP 13-7158 TT 318 
MUS 71-2857 GU344 TYP 12-7157 TT 304 LAW 41-ALL NI 104 
PEA 11-2005 AGGYM WEDNESDAY, OA Y SECTIONS THURSDAY, PEA 12-2010 AG 311 MUS 17-2835 GU 214 JUNE 3, 1982 
PEA 21-2013 AG POOL JUNE 2, 1982 MUS 91-2860 GU 105 
PEA 33-2025 AG TC 9:00-11:00 AM 
MUS 92-2861 GU 105 9:00-11:00 AM 
SHO 32-3145 TT 318 MUS 95-2862 GU 105 COURSE SECTION ROOM 
SPN 11-2661 PH II COURSE SECTION ROOM MUS 96-2863 GU 105 
SPN 11-2662 TT 228 PEA 11-2007 AGGYM ACC 13-1212 NH 23 
SPN 11-2663 PH II ART 10-2756 BL 304 PEA 21-2015 AG POOL ART 11-2760 BL 304 
SPN 11-2664 TT 224 ART 22-2770 BL 310 PHY 01-3051 TT 225 ART 21-2768 BL 310 
SPN 11-2665 TT 225 BIO 43-1026 TT 405 PSY 22-3253 TT 226 AVT 12-1602 TT 222 
SPN 11-2666 TT 228 BIO 47-1028 TT 418 PSY 41-3260 TT 228 BIO 15-1006 PH II 
SPN 11-2681 TT 226 BIO 74-4002 TT419 SEC 35-3121 TT 304 BIO 15-1007 PH II 
TYP 12-3163 TT 320 BIO 75-1032 TT419 TYP 13-3166 TT 318 CMS 02-1501 TT 603 
CMS 11-1506 TT 603 TYP 13-3169 TT 302 CMS 11-1507 TT 602 1:30-3:30 PM CMS 11-1509 PH II CMS 11-1512 TT 620 
COURSE SECTION ROOM CMS 11-1510 TT 604 3:45-5:45 PM CMS 11-1514 TT 604 CMS 11-1513 PH II CMS 21-1540 TT 228 
ECO 11-3201 BH 228 CMS 11 -1539 TT 620 COURSE SECTION ROOM CMS 21-1543 TT 228 
ECO 11-3202 NI 207 CMS 11-1542 TT 606 ELC 11-1702 TT 224 
ECO 11-3203 NI 207 ECO 12-3205 TT 420 ART 11-2766 BL 304 ELC 45-1708• GT B3 
ECO 11-3204 BH 228 EDU 10-3351 TT 226 ART 72-2776 BL 101 ENG 14-1869 TT 225 
HLT 91-2121 SA 203 ELC 45-1713* GT B3 BIO 25-1020 TT 224 ENG 14-1872 TT 226 
MUS 62-2851 GU344 ENG 14-1868 TT 702 BIO 44-1027 TT 227 ENG 16-1876 TT 331 
MUS 81-2859 GU 105 ENG 14-1870 TT 704 CMS 11-1529 TT 620 HLT 91-2114 SA 203 
NUR 35-ALL TT 228 ENG 14-1871 TT 705 CMV 96-1592 TT 602 HLT 93-2131 SA 205 
PEA 11-2006 AGGYM ENG 14-1894 TT401 EOU 40-4051 TT 203 LAW 47-1335 TT 227 
PEA 12-2012 AG 311 ENG 15-1875 TT 501 EOU 40-4053 TT 204 MTH 21-2462 BH 228 
PEA 27-2020 AG POOL FRN II-ALL TT 228 ELC 12-1703 PH II MTH 21-2485 BH 228 
PSY 11-3236 TT 225 OA Y SECTIONS ELC 12-1712 PH II MUS 11-2831 GU 105 
PSY 11-3238 GML AUO HLT 91-2111 SA 205 ELC 21-1705 HA 101 MUS 40-2842 GU 214 
PSY 11-3239 GML AUO HLT 91-2113 SA 203 ELC 38-1709" GT B3 MUS 42-2844 GU 333 
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PEA 11-2003 AGGYM 
PEA 33-2023 AGTC 
PEA 38-2031 AGGYM 
PSY 35-3256 LH 32 
PSY 41-3259 LH 33 
PSY 81-3264 LH 36 
PSY 81-3265 LH 36 
SPN 15-2672 IT 202 
SPN 16-2673 IT 203 
SPN 20-2677 IT204 
11:15-1:15 PM 
COURSE SECTION ROOM 
CMS 02-1502 TT 603 
CMS 11-1516 IT602 
CMS 11-1519 IT604 
CMS 11-1520 IT606 
CMS 11-1552 IT702 
CMS 11-1553 IT704 
CMS '13-1533 IT620 
CMS 15-1537 IT607 
CMV 96-1591 IT 622 
LAW 99-139 IT 331 
MTH 45-2475 GT 302 
MUS 11-2833 GU 105 
MUS 51-2847 GU 214 
MUS 52-2848 GU 333 
MUS 70-2853 GU344 
POL 71-3228 IT 227 
PSY 36-3257 IT 226 
PSY 43-3263 IT 225 
SPN 30-2680 IT 224 
1 :30-3:30 PM 
COURSE SECTION ROOM 
ART 10-2759 BL 302 
ART 11-2765 BL 304 
CMS 02-1503 IT 603 
CMS 11-1524 TT 620 
CMS 11-1525 TT 604 
CMS I 1-1526 IT 603 
CMS 11-1528 TT 331 
CMS 11-1535 TT 602 
CMS 11-1536 JT 606 
CMS 21-1549 TT 607 
EDU 10-3352 TT 202 
EDU 17-3353 TT 203 
ENG 14-1874 TT 702 
ENG 23-1878 TT 704 
ENG 61-1881 TT 705 
HLT 91-2124 SA 203 
HLf 91-2136 SA 202 
HLT 93-2133 SA 205 
HIS 37-2221 TT 225 
MKT 43-1346 TT 331 
MTH 15-2461 TT 204 
MTH 21-2463 TT 226 
MUS 10-2829 GU 105 
MUS 11-2834 GU 333 
-MUS 70-2854 GU344 
PEA 23-2018 AG POOL 
PEA 33-2026 AGTC 
PEA 41-2034 AG 302 
SPN 12-2669 TT 224 
SPN 17-2674 TT 227 
SPN 18-2675 TT 228 
SPN 19-2676 TT 228 
BCC Campus Fall1982 
Program Downtown 
3:45: 5:45 PM 
COURSE SECTION ROOM 
ART 42-2773 8L 81 
ART 71-2775 8L 101 
B10 71-1029 HA 101 
CMS 11-1531 IT 603 
CMS 21-1551 IT 607 
DAT 43-1309 IT 227 
EDU 25-3354 IT 225 
ELC 10-1701 PH II 
ELC 10-1710 PH II 
ELC 25-17()6 IT 224 
ELC 95-1708 IT 228 
ELC 95-1714 IT 228 
FIN 31-1326 IT 225 
MUS 53-2849 GU 214 
MUS 71-2856 GU344 
6:00-8:00 PM 
COURSE SECTION ROOM 
BIO 12-5003 LH 32 
BIO 18-5004 I-lA 101 
BIO 25-5007 LH 33 
810 28-5008 LH 36 
BUS 10-5251 PH II 
BUS 10-5257 PH II 
CHM 14-5404• Nl205 
CHM 17-5405• Nl 307 
CMS 11-5502 TT602 
CMS 11-5508 IT 607 
CMS 13-5505 IT 603 
CMS 21-5506 IT604 
OAT 40-5304 LH 37 
DAT 43-5306 NH 23 
ELC 11-5702 BL 206 
ELC 12-5703 BL 207 
ELC 25-5705 BL 301 
ELC 35-5706 GT B3 
ELC 98-5707 BL 304 
ENG 14-5816 TT 702 
ENG 14-5819 TT 704 
FIN 31-5326 NH 24 
FRN 11-6601 TT 224 
FRN 12-6602 IT 224 
LAW 62-5335 NH 25 
MTH 07-6418 BL 302 
MTH 21-6422 NH 27 
MTH 31-6425• NH 26 
MTH 32-6426• NH 36 
MTH 33-6427• NH 37 
MTH 34-6428• NH 31 
MEC 10-5751 BL 208 
MEC 11-5752 8L 201 
PEA 11-6002 AGGYM 
PEA 21-6006 AG POOL 
PHY 01-7051 BL 301 
PHY 12-7052• TT 204 
POL 11-7226 TT 225 
SPN 31-6668 TT 501 
soc 11-7301 TT 226 
8:15-10:15 PM 
COURSE SECTION ROOM 
CMS 11-5504 TT 202 
HLT 91-6114 SA 205 
LAW 47-5333 IT420 
MKT 33-5344 TT 226 
MTH 13-6419 TT 225 
MTH 18-6421 TT 204 
PSY 31-7241 TT 331 
SPN 12-6664 TT 224 
SPN 28-6667 TT 418 
soc 11-7302 TT 227 
Courses take place on Bronx Community College Campus. As part of Downtown, 
students will be able to visit television studios, museums, theatres, newspaper offices, 
civic agencies, author's workshops and other course related facilities. 
Introduction to Art (ART II) 9:00 - 11:55A.M. Sat. 8523 
Introduction to Non-Western Art (ART 12) 12:45 - 3:40A.M. Sat. 8524 
Introduction to Music (MUS 11) 9:00 • 11:55 A.M. Sat. 8526 
Man and Television I (CMV 96) 2:30 . 5:00P.M. Tues. 4014 
Mass Media Communications (CMS 14) 1:00 - 2:15P.M. M/W 1533 
latin American & Caribbean Fiction (ENG 14) 10:00 • 11:40A.M. M/W 1866 
Fiction by Women "(ENG 14) 8:00 . 9:40A.M. T/H 1864 
Written Composition & Drama (ENG 15) 10:00 - 11:40A.M. M/W 1869 
American Literature 2 (ENG 51) 12:00 • 1:15P.M. MIW 1872 
Black Writer in American Literature (ENG 53) 3:00 . 4:40P.M. M/W 1873 
Shakespeare (ENG 61) 2:00 . 3:15P.M. T/H 1874 
American History I (HIS 21) 11 :00- ll:SOA.M. M/W/F2217 
Afro-American History (H~S 37) 2:00 . 3:15P.M. T/H 2219 
Advanced Spanish Conversation (SPN 17) 2:00 . 3:40-P.M. M/W 2674 
Puerto Rican Culture & History (SPN 31) 10:00- 11:40A.M. T/H 2679 
Social Deviance (SOC 34) 4:00 . 5:15P.M . M/W 3312 
Introduction "to Social Work (SOC 35) 6:20 - 7:35P.M. M/W 7303 
History of Movement. 
Rasta·View 
by C. livingston Daley 
Rex Nettleford (1972) hu argued that 
"the Rastafarian is he who will never relin-
quish the fact that he is an African." 
However, in order to understand the mean-
ing of this statement, one must understand 
Jamaica's colonial history. 
The issue of race and color in Jamaica 
was a function of the development of plan-
tation slavery on the island, and at the heart 
of the plantation system was the sugar 
estate. Many of these estates were owned by 
absentee planters who hired attorneys to 
run their holdings. Attorneys in order to in-
crease their share of the profits, hired single 
white males to run the everyday affairs of 
the plantation. The reason was that the 
maintenance of an European household 
was too costly and as a result, it tended to 
reduce the amount of profit that the planta-
tion produced (Patterson, 1969). With the 
lack of European women on the planta-
tions, the single white males selected their 
concubines from the slave population. This 
custom was so prevalent that by 1820 the 
population of Jamaica was 35,000 whites, 
35,000 free coloreds and 310,000 slaves, 
one-tenth of whom were colored (Smith, 
1969:119). Many of the colored population 
were granted privileges (the right to vote, 
inheriting property, the learning of trades, 
education in England) which served to set 
them apart from the African slave popula-
tion. This resulted in the institutionaliza-
tion of color as part of the stratificational 
pattern on the island and the white elite 
were able to consolidate their hegemony 
due to this pattern (Lowenthal, 1972:47). 
The coloreds, in order to maintain their 
privileges, identified with the European op-
pressors and separated themselves from the 
black masses. This identification resulted in 
supporting white values and the rejection of 
anything African. Because of this-, the col-
oreds became part of the oppressive struc-
ture of the island and in turn, they became 
the social and political enemy of the black 
masses (Garvey, 1916). 
After emancipation (1834) and the ap-
prenticeship period (1834-1838) Jamaican 
society retained its stratification system bas-
ed on race and color. However, the patterns 
of in After emancipation (1834) and the ap-
prenticeship period (1834-1838) Jamaican 
society retained its stratification system bas-
ed on race and color. However, the patterns 
of inequity became more rigid as a resultant 
of the demographic settlement on the 
island. The coloreds became townsmen 
where they entered professional .and com-
mercial occupations (Hearne, 1963:30). The 
freed slaves settled in the rural areas where 
they developed a self-sufficient planting 
economy. With the emigration of many 
whites from the island, the coloreds became 
part of the ruling elite. In order to solidify 
their position in the society, the coloreds 
maintained the system of English values 
· and in turn, reinforced tlte desirability of 
being white. (For two brilliant discusssions 
of this type of colonial mentality, see 
Fanon, 1967 and Memmi, 1967). Thus, it 
was no accident that many people con-
sciously sought to "put a little cream in 
their coffee," because with it one's offspr-
ing would be able to enjoy some of the 
pri~eges of wealth and power. 
The black masses, separated from the 
avenues of power and privilege, developed 
their cultural and institutional orientations 
in the country-side. (See M.G.' Smith, 1969 
for the impact of this). The "plural 
society" found in Jamaica was an indica-
tion that the island was unable to develop 
its own core value system which would pro-
duce a national identity for the majority of 
its population, seventy-six percent of whom 
were of pure African ancestry (Nettleford, 
1972), Left to solve their own problems, the 
blacks in the countryside turned to their 
Afro-religious orientations (Lord, 1935) 
and the "Obeah-man" (Lewis: 1968:144). 
Marcus Garvey, recognizing the plight of 
the black masses in the 1900's, attacked the 
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colored elite, attempted to politically 
organize them, and established in 1914 the 
Universal Negro Improvement Association 
in Kingston. Although the black masses 
were unable to respond to Garvey's appeal, 
not "because of their apathy or self abase-
ment" (Lowenthal, 1972), but because they 
did not develop the "civic spirit" required 
for political mobilization (Nettl, 1967). 
Even though Garvey left Jamaica, he left a 
legacy on the island. In his farewell address 
he said, "Look to Africa for the crowning 
of a black king, he shall be the redeemer" 
(Barrett, 1977:67). He also left behind 
many of his co-workers who eventually 
established Rastafarianism. 
In 1928 Prince Ras Taffari, with his 
cousin Zaudintu, became co-rulers of 
Ethiopia and in 1930 Garvey's prophesy 
came to pass with Zaudinthu's death. 
Prince Ras Taffari became emperor of 
Ethiopia and in keeping with Ethiopian 
custom, he changed his name to Haile 
Selassie. For the many who had suffered 
poverty and alienation, Haile Selassie was 
invested with theanthropic qualities. He 
became like Moses and Jesus, the liberator 
from poverty and suffering. In essence, 
Rastafarianism was born out of paio and 
suffering. Christianity was thereby reinter-
preted to fit this black perspective (Cleage, 
1965). Fro example, Psalms 68:31 and 32 
and Ezekial 36:26 served to legitimize their 
redemption: 
Princes shall come out of Egypt: 
Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her 
hands to God: Sing unto God, ye 
kingdoms of earth; 0 sing praises 
unto the Lord; Selah and ye shall 
dwell in the lands that I gave your 
fathers and ye shall be my people 
and I will be your God. 
The religious promise was deliverance from 
bondage in Jamaican society (in particular) 
and the West (in general). Like the ancient 
Israelites, the movement has located their 
bondage in Jamaica as a resultant of their 
past sins and transgressions. With the 
emergence of the redeemer, it is a sign that 
God has forgiven their transgressions and 
they are not to prepare for their exodus 
from captivity. As part of that preparation, 
faith in the redeemer must be given. Along 
with spiritual considerations, there is also 
the adherence to strict dietary laws (pro-
hibitions against eating pork and shell fish). 
The prohibition against shaving, as well as, 
growing the hair long in the style of Ethio-
pian .warriors in the past serve to establish 
visual symbols of membership in the move-
ment. The use of Ganja, which is con-
sidered a sacred herb (it is also used for 
medicinal purposes) by the Brethren has 
brought them in conflict with Jamaican 
society. This practice has attracted many 
who are not "true believers" (Hoffer, 1951) 
but who use the movement to legitimize 
. their involvement in drugs. The ue of 
language is also an important feature in 
establishing a communal solidarity among 
the Brethren. Their sentence structure tends 
to elimlnate subject, object relations. 
Words such as "me" and "you" are rarely 
used. the more frequent expression of these 
terms is "I" and "I". This serves to bind 
members in a communal way and it creates 
a oneness within the group. (Barrett, 1977). 
On the surface, the Rastafarian move-
ment seems to be an escapist cult (Simpson, 
1955), but embedded in the Brethren's 
ideology is a strong activist and militant 
position (Talmon, 1962). The rejection of 
Jamaica as home and the subsitution of a 
foreign government and land automatically 
means a confrontation with the repressive 
institutions of Jamaican society. In 
liberating themselves from obscurity and 
self hate through the bete-noir of African 
redemption, the Brethren became visible. 
The government of Jamaica began to view 
them as politically dangerous and destruc-
tive. This view as reinforced by the violence 






1940's, the big band era, TOMMY 
DORSEY and GLENN MILLER but not 
many could compare to the great band 
leader DUKE ELLINGTON and his 
fabulous music. SOPHISTICATED 
LADIES is proof of ELLINGTON's 
musical artistry. 
The play takes place in NEW YORK 
CITY's HARLEM area. MAURICE 
HINES in the leading role (replacing his 
brother GREGORY who is currently ap-
pearing in the L.A. version). He portrays a 
dashing young hipster, who is the center of a 
three way love affair. His main lady is the 
luscious PHYLLIS HYMAN who never has 
a problem capturing any audience's atten-
tion. 
All is well between HINES and HYMAN 
and he seems to take life easy, enjoying all of 
its' many pleasures. Maurice would like 
nothing more than io live happily ever after 
with his lady love. But when HINES first 
lays eyes on the seductive JUDITH 
JAMISON he is flabbergasted. 
She captures his total attention dressed in 
her black sequined trimmed jumpsuit. 
JAMISON smiles at him while elegantly 
walking across the stage. MAURICE is 
unable to utter a word but manages to sing 
"MUSIC IS A WOMAN" and with his 
delight JAMISON joins in . 
The play is filled with many delightful 
musical numbers including one with MS . 
HYMAN, HINES, MICHAEL SCOTT 
GREGORY, and the Sophisticated 
Gentlemen (ADRIAN BAILEY, CALVIN 
MCRAE, RICK PESSAGNO and T.A. 
STEPHENS) singing "IT DON'T MEAN A 
THING." They executed the song and 
dance routine very well. Especially 
PHYLLIS, who looked superb in her knee 
length foxtail skirt which exposed her shape-
ly limbs. 
The play was also quite amusing. In one 
scene MAURICE HINES plays a cabby 
(yellow uniform with black stripes). He is 
driving around stage singing "I'M JUST A 
LUCKY SO AND SO," this may not sound 
humorous but the cab was made up of four 
humans (The Sophisticated Gents). Two 
were in the front and two in the back. As 
HINES sang the front half sat up and said 
"DO-WHOP," "DO-WHOP," then the 
back half would sing "DO-WHOP," "DO-
WHOP" 
MAURICE HINES is a dynamite dancer, 
not quite as good as his brother 
GREGORY, but he is a better singer. In 
1978-79 he danced and sang to the many 
tunes of the Broadway musical "EUBIE." 
MR. HINES is a very exciting proformer to 
watch. 
JUDITH JAMISON not only acts well 
and sings wonderfully but she can dance 
with the best of them . Ms. JAMISON began 
her ilusterious stage debut in the FOUR 
MARYS. Afterwards she joined the ALVIN 
AILEY DANCE COMPANY which gave 
her the chance to visit many different cities 
and countries. 
PHYLLIS HYMAN was remarkable, she 
delivered her lines with so much emotion. 
This is HYMANS first broadway produc-
tion and from the way she conducted herself 
on stage it won't be her last. 
SOPHISTICATED LADIES is presently 
being performed at the LUNT-FONTAINE 
THEATER, 205 West 46th Street, 
586-5555. It is a masterpiece and all its per-
formers should be commended. 
ARTS/REVIEW THE COMMUNICATOR 
ALBUMS 
I. MASS PRODUCTION/ 
IN A CITY GROOVE 
This is M.P.'s best album to date. All eight 
cuts are great to listen or dance to. 
"NEVER EVER," "INNER CITY," and 
"MAYBE, MAYBE" makes this a 
superlative LP. 
2. PATRICE RUSHEN/STRAIGHT 
FROM THE HEART 
PATRICE is in perfect harmony. 
"FORGET ME NOTS," "I WAS TIRED 
OF BEING ALONE," "WHERE THERE 
IS LOVE," and "(SHE WILL) TAKE 
YOU DOWN TO LOVE" are the high 
points on this HOT package. 
3. CHARLES EARLAND/ 
EARLAND'S JAM 
Featuring the fast and furious single "THE 
ONLY ONE.'' EAR LAND has put together 
a collection of songs that will have you 
grooving. Best cuts "ANIMAL," "MAR-
CIA'S WALTZ" and EARLANDS JAM. 
4. WILLIAM "BOOTSY" COLLINS/ 
THE ONE GIVETH ... THE COUNT 
TAKETH AWAY 
The Funkateers are back led by BOOTSY 
COLLINS and his space bass. All the tracks 
on this LP contain freaky, bizzare and raun-
chy lyrics the COLLINS CLAN is noted for. 
BOOTSY has giveth us a superhot album. 
Best cuts "SHINE-0-MYTE," "SO NICE 
YOU NAME HIM TWICE,' "MUSIC TO 
SMILE BY," and "LANDSHARK." 
5. AURRA/ A UTILE LOVE 
This is AURRA'S third album and consists 
of six funk filled tunes and two very sweet 
ballads. It's a great LP, which should appeal 
to a Mass audience. Best cuts are "THINK-
ING OF YOU" MAKE UP YOUR MIND" 
and "STILL FREE." 
6. CON FUNK SHUN/SEVEN 
"SEVEN" possesses a dynamite array 
of songs, highlighted with such tunes as 
"BAD LADY," "CALIFORNIA #I" and 
"IF YOU'RE IN NEED OF LOVE,'' which 
is one of the better songs of I 981. GET 
CON-FUNK-SHUNIZED with "SEVEN," 
it is a musical treat. 
-Craig Williams 
Mass Production/In A City Groove 
(Cotillion) 
MASS PRODUCTION, Ah Yes, that 
name means lost of great music. They write, 
produce, sing, and perform, "What more 
could one ask?" from a ten member band. 
"IN A CITY GROOVE" is M.P.'s latest 
effort and it may very well be their best. 
Eight high quality tracks make up this 
package. Unlike their earlier presentations, 
all the tunes on this album are less raunchy. 
The group displays well executed harmonies 
on all the tracks. "NEVER EVER," an 
upbeat mellow number demonstrates the 
bands' blend of rhythmic guitars and ex-
citing vocals. The drums and keyboards add 
a spicy touch which makes this, one of the 
best cuts released in the 80's. MASS PRO-
DUCTION can also make you continuously 
move your feet, especially with "MAYBE, 
MAYBE ." This selection gives much em-
phasis on funky bass playing. The key-
boards also contributes an enticing 
background sound. 
If you have ever had doubts about the city 
being a place of groovers, pay careful atten-
tion to "INNER CITY." The lyrics suggest 
inside a city there are people with a groove, 
whether they present it with money, flashy 
cars, or in their feet, it is all a groove. This 
dynamic rhythm and blues cut runs for five 
minutes and fifty five seconds. The forma-
tion of the smooth sounding vocals and 
rhythm, lead and bass guitars make "IN-
NER CITY" one of the better songs of 
"82." I found all the songs on this album 
delightful. Unfortunately, MASS PRO-
DUCTION does not receive adequate air 
play on any of the New York City radio sta-
tions, so you might have to go out of your 
way to hear this devastating LP, of invest in 
it. "IN A CITY GROOVE" is most defin-




TOP 25 SINGLES 
by Craig Williams 
I. PATRICE RUSHEN/FORGET ME NOTS 
PATRICE will put a tingling sensation in your body with this one. Her vocals are ex-
cellent and "FORGET ME NOTS" is one of the best of "82." 
2. BOOTSY COLLINS/SHINE-0-MYTE (LP Cut) 
The bass synthesizers and percussions make "SHINE-0-MYTE" sparkle. The 
vocals are sweat which enhances its strong funky beat. 
3. MASS PRODUCTION/NEVER EVER (LP Cut) 
Exciting vocals and rhythmic guitars highlight this cut. "NEVER EVER" can be 
heard forever, one of the ten best songs of the decade. 
4. MAXINE SINGLETON/DON'T YOU LOVE IT (12") 
The vocals are wonderfully done against a well executed sound from the syn-
thesizers. The lead and rhythm guitars blend well together and form an enticing sound. 
You'll definitely have no problem moving your booty to this tune. 
5. THE TEMPTATIONS/STANDING ON THE TOP (LP Cut) 
The TEMPS will take this hot number to the top of the charts. Punk funker RICK 
JAMES has done a great job arranging the keyboards, guitars and horns. 
6. CHANGE 
7. A TASTE OF HONEY 
8. CAMEO 
9. B.B.C.S.&A. BAND 
10. BRASS CONSTRUCTION 
11. JEFFREY L. OSBORNE 
12. THE DAZZ BAND 
13. BOOKER T. 
14. FONDA RAE 
15. CHARLES EARLAND 
16. CHIC 
17. COLLAGE 
18. ASHFORD AND SIMPSON 
19. PIA ZADORA 
20. THE SOUL SONIC FORCE 
21. RICK JAMES 
22. THE GAP BAND 
23. SISTER SLEDGE 
24. IMAGINATION 









THE VERY BEST IN YOU 
SAYONARA (LP) 
ENJOY YOUR LIFE/FLIRT (LP) 
ROCK SHOCK (12") 
E.T.C./DO THAT THANG 
I REALLY DON'T NEED NO LITE 
LET IT WHIP 
DON'T STOP YOUR LOVE 
OVER LIKE A FAT RAT (12") 
ANIMAL (LP) 
SOUP FOR ONE (12") 
WHEN YOU SMILE (LP) 
STREET CORNER (12") 
SOMEBODY SOMEWHERE (LP) 
PLANET ROCK 
DANCE WITH ME 
EARLY IN THE MONRING 
ALL THE MAN I NEED 
ILLUSIONS/SO GOOD SO RIGHT 
IF YOU'RE IN NEED OF LOVE (LP) 
LANDSHARK (LP) 
THINKJ OF YOU (LP) 
BACK CHAT (LP) 
WE GOT THE BEAT 
INNER CITY (LP) 
DOl DO 
IT'S GONNA TAKE A MIRACLE 
In the Raw 
by Craig Williams 
OH! CALCUTTA! is a sex musical now 
in its thirteenth year at the EDISON 
THEATER, 240 West 47th Street, Manhat-
tan. OH! CALCUTTA! shows you various 
aspects of sex. From a child's point of view, 
the art of masterbation, a clinic for sexual 
gratification and a few dance routines. The 
play is eleven skits containing plenty of pro-
fanity, adult situations, full frontal nudity 
and simulated acts of fornication. 
"JACK AND JILL" played by DAVID 
HEISEY and CHERYL HARTLEY gives 
you a child's view on sex. JACK DRESSED 
IN A YELLOW WIDE BRIM hat, yellow 
knee length shorts and matching short sleeve 
shirt. JILL wears a calf length white 
flowered dress. She and JACK discuss how 
they hate going to orgies and cocktail par-
ties, so they decide to have a little fun of 
their own. JACK tells JILL about a game he 
made up and they can play with a ruler in 
order ot see who measures up. JACK loses, 
JILL runs around stage joyfully, lies down 
on the bench and they proceed to have sex. 
The MASTERBATION skit (FOUR IN 
HAND) takes place in a living room, with 
four buddies (DAVID HEISEY, 
CHARLES E. GERBER, THOM PIEC-
ZARA and GEORGE (DARYL ADAMS). 
The game is called who can C-- first. They sit 
in chairs hooked up to a screen that projects 
what each one is thinking. At first the only 
thing GEORGE can thinkj of is a horse 
race. The other three men are getting off, 
there are various parts of the female 
anatomy flashing on the enormous screen. 
Then GEORGE gets going until they all fall 
out from exhaustion. 
There are three well executed dance 
numbers "ONE ON ONE" performed in 
the nude by CHERYL HARTLEY and 
THOM PIECZAR . They dance about the 
dimly lit stage to "CLARENCE" a song 
sung by ANN NEVILLE. CHERYL and 
THOM blend beauty and brawn to form a 
hot sexual dance. He holds her in various 
positions which even an acrobat would find 
difficulty in performing. CHERYL slides 
and intertwines her curvacious body all over 
THOM. This act was done under a yellow 
florescent light, which gave it a romantic af-
fect. 
The other is a solo act also performed by 
MS. HARTLEY intitled "LOVE LUST 
POEM." She uses every four letter word in 
the book while describing how much she 
wants to be 'f---ed." CHERYL describes 
this sexual escapade in red hot sizzling detail 
with very little left to the imagination. The 
third dance was done by DEBORAH 
BAURERS by THOM PIECZARA, 
"MUCH TOO SOON." MS . BAUERS 
danced about the stage with only an ankle 
length shawl on with two hip high splits on 
each side. 
In the closing segment the entire cast 
dances and runs around the stage before 
disrobing. The lights dim just a bit and 
everyone is motionless, there is talk among 
them on how big this man is, how great this 
woman is, whose the best lover and so on. 
The cast sang and off the stage they went. 
CHERYL HARTLEY is most definitely a 
premiere sex goddess. 
OH! CALCUTTA! is a good play with 
perfect timing in well executed skits. This 
show will not run forever, catch it as soon as 




Elizabeth Persaud and 
Norman Henry 
by J. Pegues 
The Minority Biomedical Research Sup-
port Program (MBRS) at B.C.C. has open-
ed many doors for students interested in 
chemical, biological and· medical fields. 
Only the most ambitious contestants are ac-
cepted and two of several talented students, 
Elizabeth Persaud and Norman Henry have 
been cited for their achievements and varied 
interests . 
In a recent science competition at Bronx, 
Ms . Persaud won the opportunity to repre-
sent the school at the Regional MBS Science 
Symposium in Albuquerque, New Mexico 
on the studies of Lead Poisoning in Bronx 
Zoo Mammals. Although these studies were 
performed through the MBRS Team effort, 
it was Elizabeth's presentation that won her 
the opportunity to represent B.C.C. 
Ms . Persaud, a native of Guyana who 
presently resides in the Bronx, became in-
terested in research prior to joining the 
MBRS Program as she has always desired to 
work in both medicine and research as a 
Veterinarian. She expresses - "Having 
joined the MBRS Program I am gaining 
valuable experience for my future career." 
Elizabeth has done research work on 
Obesity in Lab Animals at St. Luke's 
Research Women ' s Hospital under the 
supervision of Dr. J . Vasselli and worked as 
a student aide technician with the Chemistry 
Dept. at B.C.C. She has accompanied the 
MBRS Program to the 6th Annual Mid-
Atlantic MBS Symposium as well. 
Ms. Persaud earned the membership of 
the Honor Society, Phi Theta Kappa -
Lamda Nu Chapter and been on the 
Cumulative Dean's List for the last three 
years. 
At the age of 20 years Elizabeth seems a 
sure winner in reachng and obtaining her 
goals in life. She accredits her drive for ex-
cellence to her brother and sister, with 
whom she lives, as well as her family back in 
Guyana. 
Norman Henry, a member of the MBRS 
Program for two years now, has another 
field of interest - Engineering Science. As 
a student of Chemical Engineering he has 
been cited as a Semi-Finalist in the 
Engineering Scholarship Program - Col-
lege Board, is a member of the Engineering 
Honor Society -Tau Alpha Pi (Beta Delta 
Chapter) and a member of the B.C.C. 
Honor Society Phi Theta Kappa . Mr. 
Henry is also one of the rare student 
members of the Society Manufacturers 
Engineers and has been on the Cumulative 
and Semesters Deans List. 
A native of Jamaica, Norman has not 
only excelled in his ambition, but is also a 
representative of the Soccer Team. He 
recently won in the B.C. C. Student Govern-
ment elections and wishes to apply his 
knowledge and energies toward benefiting 
the students. 
His involvement in the MBRS Program 
has greatly influenced his interest in becom-
ing a Chemical Engineer. He has been able 
to submit papers for publication in the field 
of lead poisoning in Bronx Zoo Mammals. 
Norman's diligence for achieving is ac-
credited to his parents and his aunt. Their 
support has been encouraging and their 
guidance a success. 
Both Elizabeth and Norman have the 
ability to take their studies and incorporate 
them with techniques which benefit all con-
cerned through the MBRS Program. 
Professors Eugene Passer and Rudean 
Leinaeng were given credit as having been 
the greatest influence for the success of 
these students . These professors both agree 
that Elizabeth and Norman, through their 
ambitious appetites, seem well on their way 
to aspiring futures. They seem to be able to 
obtain pertinent progress in their endeavors 
and we at B.C. C. are certain that the best is 
in store for them. 
More Arts & Review on p. 6 
Join the Fight 
College Budget Breakdown 
The University Student Senate of 






On March 31st, the New York State 
Legislature, approved the State Budget for 
the 1982-83 Fiscal Year. This budget 
supersedes the Governor's proposed budget 
by some 350 million dollars. The Governor 
has said that, he would veto the budget pro-
posed by the legislature, the moment it ar-
rives at his desk. 
Student leaders from various CUNY col-
leges have already responded to the Gover-
nor by sending telegrams asking the Gover-
nor to approve the budget as proposed by 
the legislature. If there should be a veto, it 
will be beneficial if students wrote to their 
legislators asking them to over-ride any 
veto. 
The following statistics are the$ nwnbers 
CUNY received from the legislature: 
$10.1 million to SENIOR COLLEGES 
$ 1.5 million to COMMUNITY 
COLLEGES 
SENIOR COLLEGE BUDGET 
BREAKDOWN 
- 2. 7 million for faculty replacement 
- 2.5 million for full-time staff (faculty, 
- 2 . lhillion for equipment, security, 
library books, computers and 
phones. 
- 1 . ilillion for the CUST A program 
which provides monies for upper 
classmen in need who receive reduc-
tions in TAP awards their junior 
year. 
- 400,000 for CAP waivers for part-time 
students at NYCTC and COSI. 
- 336,000 for the CUNY LAW SCHOOL at 
Queens College. 
- other additional funds are geared towards 
energy necessities. 
THE BUDGET DOES NOT PREVENT A 
TUITION INCREASE OF ISO DOLLARS. 
JOIN THE FIGHT AGAINST TUITION: 
Come to the University Student Senate 
Office, 1520 York Street (Under Bank) 
April 14, 1982 12 noon 
Africans in 
Washington 
by George Leerdam 
After receiving support from people at-
tending their cultural show Friday night 
May 21, members of the African-Caribbean 
Students Association reversed roles the 
following day and lent support to over 
5,000 blacks and other progressive people 
who gathered at Malcolm X Park in 
Washington, D.C. This was the 25th 
celebration of African Liberation Day. 
Novieda Carr , President, Denise Miller, 
Assistant Secretary and Demali Burke, were 
only a few of the ASCA members who 
labored over the five hours bus ride to the 
Nation's Capitol. 
On hand were many speakers of various 
revolutionary philosophies supporting from 
Marxism to dicatatorial regimes. One of the 
wider known speakers was Stokely Car-
michael. He was there in his attempt to 
recruit members into the All-African Peo-
ple's Revolutionary Party. 
The gathering was not all anti-American 
rhetoric, however. Capitalism was at is 
best. Food of all fancy was being sold, not 
to mention the cultural attire, Dashikis, 
clothes, beads, bangles, books. You name 
it, they had it. 
The overcast sky and the occasional rain 
that fell stopped but only a few. The very 
young were on hand and so were the very 
old and many in between. Drums were be-
ing played in all corners of the park. The 
day bought blacks (Africans) from Africa, 
the Caribbean and the Americas and 
workers, students and professionals alike 
all came together in this day of Unity. 
Where Can You 
Draw the Line? 
by Pam Hall 
During the years of 1981 and 1982 seven 
petitions have been drawn against professor 
Julian Bernard (Prof. Bernard instructs Bus 
11-1266), and professor Benjamin Cutler 
(Prof. Cutler instructs in the business cur-
riculum also). 
Because of complaints towards Prof. 
Bernard he was taken out of the Data Pro-
cessing curriculum and allowed to switch 
over to the business curriculum particularly 
the introductory course Bus II. 
Students who have this professor are in 
an uproard. As evidence by one of the 
students, "When you go to class, you're 
usually tired , and what your professors 
have to say about their personal lives is of 
no interest to you." This is what these pro-
fessors do, and they don't care about the 
students' learning at all. 
Ms. Zelly Zurheide (a student) and 
members of her class presented a petition to 
president of student government Mrs. Anna 
May Wong (now former president of stu-
dent government). Mrs . Wong was outrag-
ed because it was the seventh petition that 
she has received from students upset about 
professors who could not care less about 
the intellectual and academic growth of 
BCC students. Mrs. Wong asked why these 
professors are teaching in a division outside 
their particular curriculum. And why don't 
they leave BCC, because they are disruping 
students by not being totally knowledgeable 
about a subject. We (students) pay for col-
lege to learn how to perform better; but 
when you spend your money for something 
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Midtermitis and finalitis are acute 
diseases that affect just about every 
College student. Regardless of sex, 
Age, or race. The disease may last 
from 2\12 years to 4 Yz years. 
Midtermitis and finalitis manifest 
themselves each semester around the 
mid-terms and the finals. 
Midtermitis usually appear about 
the middle of October and finalitis 
around the last of December. 
There are a number of symptoms . 
Some of them are sleeplessness ir-
ritableness, headaches, forgetfulness, 
confusion, lack of confidence, weight loss 
and weight gain. And of course personal 
pressures. 
A few weeks ago, I had an acute 
attack of midtermitis. During that time, 
I questioned my sanity and asked the old 
familiar question, when , 
I am under a lot of pressure, personal 
or otherwise, what am I doing here? 
Sleep was almost out of the question. 
It seemed that 1 had been studying 
both day and night. My mind had 
taken in so much information that 
all my thoughts became one large mass . 
At times I wasn't sure if I was wrong 
or right, I studied so hard because 
I really wanted more than c's. 
When test time rolled around I 
couldn't remember, who, when, where, 
Why or what. 1 ate more than what 
My body needed. If 1 was really annoyed, 
I was ready to fight. 
There were times that I felt like 
Screaming and pulling out my hair, then 
thought twice about it. Realizing that, 
not only that it could be very painful, 
but I would need it in my later 
years, providing that 1 didn't end 
up in a padded cell. 
Midtermitis was a very trying time 
for me. I am sure that other students 
experience one or more othe symptoms 
of midtermitis sleeplessness, headaches, 
etc. 
As 1 sat writing, I realized that 
I would soon be faced with finalitis. 
Although finalitis is just a repeat 
of midtermitis, in a sense it is 
more serious. If a student does 
not pull through finalitis, there isn't 
anything that he or she can do, where 
as with midtemitis, a student has a 
fighting chance. 
As far as a cure is concerned, there 
isn't .anything that can be done until 
Midtermitis and finalitis have ran 
their course. 
Since this is the case, please excuse 
what seems .like insanity 
And use sympathy and empathy. 
Rosa Denning 
MI ADORADA SIRENA 
by Jaime De La Hoz 
Aguas azu/es, aguas azu/es 
del mar. 
Quien pudiera 1/egar adorarle 
quien pudiera 1/egarle amar. 
Quien en Ius ojos pudiera 
ver tan/a belleza, 
descifrar en Ius per/as negras 
Ia nalura/eza. 
Conjundir tu roslro hermoso 
con el de una sirena, 
explicarle el calcinanle amor 
que ahora me quema 
Mas en /o profunda del mar 
le espera, 




Bronx Community College'·s 
'81·'82 Award Winners 
The following are the Award Winners for 
the 1981-82 Athletic Program: 








Outdoor Track (Men) 















continued from page 5 
that took place in Jamaica during the 
1960's. The Coral Gardens Incident of 1963 
and other confrontations with the police 
served to establish in the media a concep-
tion that the Movement was made up of 
lunatics and criminals. Even though not all 
of the violence was of Rastafarian origin 
(the Black Power Movement was responsi-
ble for a large part of the violence during 
that period), the Government had a visible 
scape-goat and it responded with a series of 
.repressive measures that would suppress the 
assumed destructive impact of the move-
ment. The Dangerous Drugs Law was 
amended to provide more stringent 
penalties for the possession and use of Gan-
ja. Laws were hurriedly passed that made it 
possible to detain those who were suspected 
of a crime and the state of emergency that 
was declared empowered th~ security force 
to detain anyone suspected of being a threat 
to public safety. The crisis produced in the 
1960's was to inform the political forces in 
Jamaica that the violence could not be 
simply dismissed as the work of criminals 
and lunatics. Rather, it was caused by peo-
ple who have been rejected by the society 
and who became disillusioned by the per-
sistence of poverty (Smith, et.al., 1960). 
The J'x1ovement, since 1960, has 
been the inspirational source for artists, ac-
tors, painters and musicians on the island . 
The Government was forced to make a 
series of concessions in order to minimize 
the protests of the Brethren. Haile Selassie 
was invited to the island in 1966 for a state 
visit and four years later an embassy was 
opened in Ethiopia. Apart from sponsoring 
missions to Ethiopia in order to explore the 
possibility of repatriation, the Government 
also attempted to rehabilitate West 
Kingston in order to provide better housing 
and community facilities for the Brethren. 
In turn, many among the Brethren were 
forced to make their own concessions. 
Some gave up the hope of repatriation in 
. exchange for working ~ithin the political 
framework of Jamaica. 
Whether or not these concessions has 
established the Brethren as part of 'the 
society is another question. What is certain 
is that Rastafarianism, for better or worse, 
has had an impact on the island . The vibra-
tions of the Brethren have made it possible 
for the recognition of the African legacy. 
With the haunting reggae beat trailing, we 
·may now understand the words of the late 
Bob Marley: 
If you get down and quarrel every 
day, 
You are saying prayers ro the Devil L 
say, 
Why not hlep one another on the 
way, 
Make it much easi;r. 
Say you can 'I live that negative way, 
You know what I mean, 
Make way for a positive day, 
Cause it's a new day, new time, new 
feelings, yeah! 
Say it's a new sign, 
Oh what a new day, 
Picking up, 
Are you picking up now, 
Jah love, Jah love protect us, 
. ~ Rastaman vibration, Yeah. 
SPORTS PERSON AWARDS: 
Men's Basketball Gil Dunlap 
Women's Basketball Gladys Garcia 
Indoor Track Jose Carreras 
Soccer · Rudolph Kameka 
Softball Janet Figueroa 
Tennis (Men) Aston Hinds 
Tennis (Women) AngelaNg 
Track & Field (Men) Patrick Propero 
Track & Field (Women) Daphne Mais 
Volleyball Cynthia Ypung 
Wrestling Felix Dean 








Cameo/ Alligator Woman 
(Chocolate City) 
·"ALLIGATOR WOMAN" is the 
group's eighth album on the CHOCOLATE 
CITY LABEL. It's comprised of eight 
songs, most of which are , different · from 
anything CAMEO has previously attemp-
ted . 
"BE YOURSELF," the first single taken 
from the LP is a nice danceable tune with 
freaky CAMEO style vocals (quick high 
pitch and squeaky). The beat is strong and 
heavy on the bass guitar and bass syn-
thesizer. There is an instrumental piece, 
"FLIRT." It's one of the better booty 
rotating cuts on the album. The combina-
tion of drums and tapping of the synthesizer 
keys enables one to groove constantly. 
By far the best selection is "ENJOY -
YOUR LIFE." The message is to enjoy 
yourself and all life has to offer. The vocals 
are clear, e)lciting, and masterfully ex-
ecuted. Don't by pass this exquisite single. 
Other entries to listen to are "SOUL 
ARMY," a rapid moving tune, containing 
the typical CAMEO style vocals and "I 
OWE IT ALL TO YOU," a sure shot 
mellow selection. Lead vocalist CHARLES 
SINGLETON is overwhelming .. "ALLI-
yA TOR WOMAN is a pleasurable album 
ansi you should enjoy it . 
-Craig Wiliams 
1b the Graduates 
by Peter Burnett 
The child cries, Don't you hear it? 
We hear, but some of us choose to ignore 
its tears. 
For its sorrow has been foretold, it's the 
kind that never grows old. 
The child cries, but tell me: Why do you 
stand there and look? 
You have been caught up in this rat race 
that you have forgotten its needs. 
You have not foFgotten that the children 
are our future! 
But yet the child cries, and I have to 
wonder if you hear it. 
Why don 't you ask why it cryeth? 
As you look into its moon-shaped eyes 
you see your image in its tears as they 
trinkle out its pupil and down its face 
while silently running off its chin . 
You are awed by the sadness you see, 
then suddenly you feel a feeling you have 
felt for years - you instantly pinpoint the 
emotion. 
Your grandfather felt it and his grand-
father- lived it, while your great-
grandmother crept on her knees in order 
to keep this unbearable situation in the 
minds of her offspring 
And yet the child cries but you do not 
answer for the emotion is depressing and 
you are the child that cries 
But we the inevitable leaders 'which stand 
today will never again be the child that 
, pfY,e~~ b~l ~he fe,a~l~~s 1!~~ o( ~hat unex-
plored jungle we call civilization .. ... 
THE COMMUNICATOR 
Dance Workshop 
Sparkles and Whirls 
Scene from BCC Dance 
\Norkshop's VIva Tirado 
by Guy Lindo 
Opening was the first of ll pieces 
presented by the Bronx Community College 
Dance Workshop on May 15th in the Hall 
of Fame Playhouse. Quite rightly named, 
this piece opened the show, and set the tem-
po of what was to follow, featuring muscle 
men showing off their bounty as ladies 
danced daintily by. 
The evening proved a rather delightful 
experience, and several ·works are worth 
remembering. 
The first of these, Viva Tirado, was set to 
a Latin beat and was well done by Wendel 
Love and Alberto Ferrer. This work was 
well-received and although Vicki Stric~land . 
appeared bored this piece went over well. 
Choreography was by Vicki Strickland with 
music by Gerald Wilson. 
Solo- choreographed and performed by 
Monique Farrel. This provided a wonderful 
change of pace as well as a great vehicle for 
Ms. Farrel to show off her talents as a per-
former. Ms. Farrel has the body of a ballet 
dancer and although she seemed a little 
weak (she seemed unable to hold her exten-
sions) this can be easily rectified. Monique 
was all grace. Music was by Vivaldi. 
Sharon- Marsh and Lucrecia Bolanos 
caught my eye in Brand New Day as well as 
Dark of the Moon. 
The piece de resistance was undoubtably 
Dark of the Moon . Taken from the play of 
the same name, the drama of John Boy 
(Michael Roberts) and Barbara Allen 
(Tracey Brown) unfolded before us in 
dance. This was well done and the emotion 
of the dancers and the dance reached into 
the audience. Roberts is a good expressive 
dancer and the obvious involvement of 
Tracey in her role carried the piece along. 
They were ably supported by the witches, 
featuring Ms. Farrel again. 
Other fine works were Moving On, 
choreographed by Choquita Fisher, War 
Games, choreographed by Monique Farrel 
- only the music seemed wrong, and Cap-
priccio Stragante, choreographed by Milo 
Timmons. 
Lighting was exceptional and was done 
by David Higham. Sound was handled by 
Lofton Johnson and was right on cur . 
Once again Prof. Honda Smith must be 
congratulated along with Milo Timmons. 
They have managed to hone what is ob-
viously an immature group into a company 
of performers. 
Unfortunately the annual performances 
run only for one weekend . In a college with 
enrollment over 6,000, attendance should 
require that the program be held over. 
More or less accolades to the Dance 
Workshop. 
Keep up the good work. 
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